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 mp3 . mp4 . wmv . avi .Q: Loading python modules fails in IPython notebooks I'm trying to include a python module in IPython
notebooks. This is the code I'm using: import numpy as np import scipy.stats as stats def get_mean(dataset): x =

np.array(dataset) return np.mean(x) def get_variance(dataset): return np.var(x) In the notebooks I get the error: ImportError: No
module named stats. A: It is because IPython is running a Python 2 interpreter that is not configured to use a module system. A

quick fix is to add the following to the beginning of your notebook: !pip install --user scipy stats I'd suggest creating a
jupyter/client/notebook/scipy-pip.ipynb file and doing the same thing. Worked for me. !pip install stats To fix it on a linux

system, I ran in terminal: sudo apt-get install python-numpy The famous archeological ruins of the Pueblo Grande, unearthed by
archeologist Abraham Pais in 1927, span more than five square miles in the middle of central Arizona. Perched on a hilltop, the
massive sun-baked walls and towers are a striking sight. Now the famous site has been turned into a movie set for The Lost City.

Directed by Aleksandr Sokurov, the film will depict a battle between the Pueblo’s indigenous people and the Spanish
conquistadores. Produced by Sergei Liriev, the film opens in Russian cinemas in early May 2013. More information can be
found on the film’s official website. In this Video, world-renowned film director Alexander Sokurov discusses the new film
‘The Lost City’. Among the topics discussed are the production of the film and the interpretation of the film’s script. In this

video Sokurov discusses the film’s plans to shoot in Mexico, where most of the 82157476af
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